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Offering the
reputable
strength of
Caesarstone
with added
design
flexibility

Caesarstone
Ultimo Collection
The finer things in life need a lighter touch,
which is why Caesarstone brings you The
Ultimo Collection – a bespoke range of
slimline 13mm surfaces.
Lightweight and on trend, 13mm Caesarstone offers
an ultra-modern aesthetic without compromising on
durability. Slimline surface will enhance your interiors
by making them feel lighter and look bigger.

Why Caesarstone?

Rugged Concrete 4033
2 | movement
Ultimo 13mm
Surfaces
*Shade,
and graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.

Lifetime
warranty

Easy care &
maintenance

Heat
resistant

Increases
property value

Excellent
customer care

Stain
resistant

Biggest selection
of unique colours

Scratch
resistant

Durable
construction

Environmentally
sustainable
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5143 White Attica
13mm | Polished
White Attica is our most adventurous
Caesarstone design. With a bold marbleinspired patina, the dramatic black and white
veining creates a beautifully impactful interior
statement, perfect for kitchens, bathrooms,
furniture applications and splashbacks.
White Attica 5143
*Shade,
and graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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4033 Rugged Concrete
13mm | Concrete-finish
With a raw visual appeal, Rugged Concrete’s
soft finish adds incredible depth and texture to
every interior it adorns. Inspired by nature’s
mountainous, dark-grey rock and stone, Rugged
Concrete is ideal for adding an artisanal touch
to your home.
Rugged Concrete 4033
*Shade,
and graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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4001 Fresh Concrete
13mm | Concrete-finish
Fresh Concrete is the lightest concreteinspired design in the Caesarstone palette.
With a gentle, duck-egg motif, Fresh Concrete
helps to create a gentle industrial flavour in
any interior design scheme.
Fresh Concrete 4001
8 | Ultimo
Surfaces
*Shade,
movement13mm
and graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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5031 Statuario Maximus
13mm | Polished
Caesarstone’s Statuario Maximus is a marble-inspired
design. It features broad shades of grey veins sweeping
across a soft white base colour, further enriched by
delicate background veins. Statuario Maximus will
make a luxurious statement in kitchens, bathrooms,
commercial and furniture applications.
Statuario Maximus 5031
10 | movement
Ultimo and
13mm
Surfaces
*Shade,
graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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2141 Snow
13mm | Polished
Sophisticated and fine-grained, Snow’s off-white
tones are a perfect match for any décor style
and motif. Elegance and restraint characterise
this surface that can be used as an anchoring
element for any design.
Snow 2141
*Shade,
graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
12 | movement
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3141 Osprey
13mm | Polished
Inspired by nature, Osprey’s even grain
allows this surface to complement a variety
of interior designs and contrasting materials.
With an off-white base, apply Osprey to any
area of the kitchen or bathroom for a durable,
hygienic and attractive finish.
Osprey 3141
14 | movement
Ultimo and
13mm
Surfaces
*Shade,
graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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2230 Linen
13mm | Honed
Inspired by linen cloth, the taupe tones
of Linen Caesarstone are ideally suited to
a neutral kitchen or bathroom design. Its
organic, muted tone and fine grain make it
an exceptionally versatile design.
Linen 2230
16 | movement
Ultimo and
13mm
Surfaces
*Shade,
graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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4003 Sleek Concrete
13mm | Concrete-finish
Inspired by industrial interior design trends,
Sleek Concrete is an even, deep grey surface
with an off-polish finish. Sophisticated, yet
demure, Sleek Concrete creates a strong,
neutral base from which to add pops of
colour to your design.
Sleek Concrete 4003
18 | movement
Ultimo and
13mm
Surfaces
*Shade,
graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
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Concrete &
marble-inspired
designs, with
polished or
honed finishes

Low Cost
of Ownership
Caesarstone’s Ultimo Collection of ultrafine, 13mm
surfaces offers all of the exceptional properties of
20mm and 30mm Caesarstone slabs at a lower cost.
Our on-trend, slimline surfaces are priced slightly lower than
thicker surfaces, and are particularly suited to the latest design
trends that favour thinner countertops. Installing Caesarstone into
your home increases the value of your property, making the Ultimo
Collection a cost effective investment and results in low cost of
ownership, as you can enjoy your surface for a lifetime.

Interiors Reimagined
The weight savings and flexural strength of the
Caesarstone Ultimo Collection enable designers and
fabricators to take their designs to greater heights.
This range will create an elegant bathroom sanctuary or a sleek,
trendy kitchen. And with the luxurious Caesarstone finish, your
design scheme will be taken to the next level. Our generous slab size
means fewer joins and less grouting for a timeless, seamless effect.
It also makes the Ultimo Collection ideal for:
• vanity countertops
• splashbacks
• cabinetry
• wall-cladding
• shower-cladding
• waterfall kitchen island effect

Low
Maintenance Living
Caesarstone surfaces require minimal maintenance
to keep them looking like new.
Caesarstone’s non-porous qualities prevent unwanted mildew and
bacteria build up, making it perfect for bathrooms and kitchens as
they are incredibly hygienic. They are also therefore effortless to
clean – just gentle cleaning with soap and water, or mild detergent
ensures ease of care for long-lasting lustre...
Statuario Maximus 5031
*Shade,
graining
of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slabs at the distributor nearest you.
20 | movement
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Freedom
of design
with endless
application
possibilities

Quality & Service
As passionate as we are about design, we are
equally committed to providing the best quality
and service.
Our surfaces come with a comprehensive lifetime residential
warranty and professional customer support in over 50
countries worldwide. So you can be rest-assured of a lifelong
aesthetic and service. Caesarstone has also received worldwide
recognition for our commitment to quality, safety and
environmental standards. Each and every one of our surfaces
are carefully inspected to ensure they meet the highest level of
international quality standards.

How to Install
Due to their light weight, 13mm Ultimo
countertops require a minor adjustment to the
manufacturing of the cabinetry for best results.
We recommend using a Caesarstone Accredited Fabricator
to ensure the following: The cabinetry should be fixed into
position and levelled with a flat subtop, built into or fixed on to
the cabinet top. The subtop should be at least 16mm thick and
must be able to provide support at inside corners and across long
spans. Overhanging countertops greater that 100mm will require
more support and need to be reinforced with Caesarstone strips
or a metal frame.

Lifetime Warranty
Your peace of mind is a top priority.
We provide every client with a comprehensive lifetime warranty
(residential) and professional customer support for every
Caesarstone quartz surface product we supply. This means that
we support our product, and that we are always at your service to
answer queries, solve problems and ensure you derive maximum
satisfaction from your Caesarstone product.

MINIMUM 41% RECYCLED CONTENT
PRE-CONSUMER
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*Shade, movement and graining of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred
at the Surfaces
distributor nearest

Distributed by

JOHANNESBURG (HEAD OFFICE)
69 Serenade Road, Elandsfontein,
Johannesburg, 1401
P.O Box 14336, Witfield, 1467
Tel: +27 11 822 1350
Fax: +27 11 822 1701
headoffice@interslab.co.za
JOHANNESBURG (BRANCH)
69 Serenade Road, Elandsfontein,
Johannesburg, 1401
Tel: +27 11 966 7999
Fax: +27 10 020 1386
issjhb@interslab.co.za
JOHANNESBURG (DESIGN STUDIO)
10 Desmond Street, Kramerville,
Sandton, 2090
Tel: +27 83 608 5810
info@interslab.co.za
CAPE TOWN (WESTERN CAPE)
10 Gold Street, Northgate Estate,
Brooklyn, Cape Town, 7405
Tel: +27 21 511 2353
Fax: +27 21 511 2505
issctn@interslab.co.za
DURBAN (KWA-ZULU NATAL)
133 Rochdale Road,
Springfield Park, Durban, 4051
Tel: +27 31 577 2828
Fax: +27 31 577 0341
issdbn@interslab.co.za
PRETORIA (GAUTENG)
176 Vonkprop Street
Samcor Park Ext 1
Pretoria, 0184
Tel: +27 12 803 5671
Fax: +27 12 803 7696
isspta@interslab.co.za

PORT ELIZABETH (EASTERN CAPE)
4 Leadwood Crescent (off upper Willow Road)
Fairview, Port Elizabeth, 6070
Tel: +27 41 367 5571
Fax: +27 41 367 4829
isspe@interslab.co.za
NELSPRUIT (MPUMALANGA)
19 Bulpin Street,
Nelspruit, 1201
Tel: +27 13 752 8325
Fax: +27 13 752 5386
issnels@interslab.co.za
GEORGE (GARDEN ROUTE)
5 Commercial Close,
George, 6529
Tel: +27 44 871 1099
Fax: +27 44 871 2625
issgrg@interslab.co.za
HARARE (ZIMBABWE)
Cnr Loreley Close and
Loreley Crescent, Msasa, Harare
Tel: 024 244 6226 or 024 244 6227
Fax: +263 4 446227
issharare@interslab.co.zw

We’d love to hear from you.
For any queries, visit our
website caesarstone.co.za
or call us on 083 608 5810
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